Who We Are

Since 2002, Bluebeam’s innovative technology solutions have set the standard for collaboration and workflow efficiency for architecture, engineering and construction professionals worldwide. More than 1.9 million builders in over 130 countries trust Bluebeam® Revu® to help them get more done in less time. The key to our success is a customer-focused approach to product development; we work with the industry to create solutions for the industry.

Bluebeam’s desktop, mobile and cloud-based solutions improve communication, automate time-consuming tasks, and allow teams to leverage project data to provide critical accountability. They enable team members to collaborate digitally in real time from anywhere in the world, so partners can stay on the same page through the design process, help move the project forward during construction, and preserve important project data through handover and beyond, providing critical accountability every step of the way.

In recognition of a shared belief in open standards and expanding global markets, Bluebeam joined the Nemetschek Group in 2014. Headquartered in Munich, Germany, Nemetschek AG is a leading global software provider for the AEC industry with 16 partner brands including Vectorworks®, Graphisoft® Spacewell®, Maxon® and Allplan®, serving six million users in over 140 countries.
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2002
Bluebeam launches its first product, Pushbutton PDF

2005
Bluebeam releases Revu, the first markup and editing solution for the design and construction industry

2010
Bluebeam integrates cloud-based collaboration and storage directly into Revu with Studio

2014
Bluebeam joins the Nemetschek Group

2015
Bluebeam introduces the Studio API, making a commitment to multi-platform integration

2018
Bluebeam acquires geolocation-based mapping engine Project Atlas
Key Stats

+1.9 Million
Bluebeam Revu users worldwide

+27 Billion
Studio transactions

99%
of top US contractors* use Bluebeam Revu

88%
Bluebeam Revu improves work quality†

+800
Bluebeam User Group events

15
Translated versions of Revu

(*Top 50 firms by revenue, as reported in 2017 by Engineering News-Record)
†(As measured in 2018 Bluebeam Global Services survey of an enterprise organization)
Products

Bluebeam Revu

Simplify complex processes and digitally collaborate in real time to get more done, faster. Bluebeam Revu is a project efficiency and collaboration solution used by more than 1.9 million design and construction professionals worldwide. Revu gives you the smart tools you need to keep your team in sync and get the job done right—anytime, anywhere. Revu also offers document management and real-time collaboration in the cloud with Studio. Studio Projects give you a single centralized location to store documents—even entire building projects—in the cloud. And Studio Sessions let project teams review, mark up, modify and update the same files at the same time so partners worldwide can instantly connect on the same set of documents.

Revu for iPad

Access and markup PDF documents - anytime, anywhere

Revu for iPad enables you to access the latest project documents from the field and place essential markups. In addition, Revu for iPad allows teams to join Studio and collaborate on the same set of drawings with partners worldwide in real time.
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